
We’re seeking
interns   postdoctoral researchers   
software developers   computer scientists   
and more

Your future begins at 

Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory 

Computing



The Computing Directorate is a unique 
organization with a rich history steeped in 
scientific discoveries in service to the nation. 
We’re making the world safer by shaping the 
frontiers of high performance computing (HPC), 
data sciences, computer science, and 
information technology.

Our world-class research community is made 
even more dynamic by our extremely successful 
internship, fellowship, and postdoctoral 
programs. At LLNL, you’ll work with top 
scientists and have access to facilities like  
our supercomputing center.

to make the world a safer place

Work side-by-side with top scientists 
at our unique supercomputing center



APPLY TODAY!



Become part of
“the smartest square mile on earth”

computing.llnl.gov | careers-ext.llnl.gov
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